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Dear Chairman Donaldson: 

On behalf of American investors in Dallas and across the United States, I am writing to thank 
you - as the chief regulator of our nation's equity markets - for your ongoing vigilance in 
maintaining the transparency, fairness and efficiency of our securities markets. I am also writing 
to congratulate the Commission on its hard,work to improve stock trading in the United States 
and to bring electronic trading efficiencies to listed securities. Your task has been difficult and 
complicated, and I appla~id the balanced proposal released by the Commission in February. 

Proposed Regulation M S  contains critical changes to the operation of America's equity 
markets that will help to make our markets more competitive, more efficient, and more 
transparent for investors. This rule, when implemented, will help America to retain its global 
capital market supremacy and to continue the pace of technological change that has decreased 
trading costs for all investors. In partirular, as the regulation is implemented I encourage the 
Car- *-issiclntc. rc t~~inwtal pro\isiors, s ~ a. hthe delifieatian bctv.,cer! fast 2nd slow markets and 
tilt t1~1Jt:through Opt-Odi aJow ~ n c e .  

As a member of the House Committee on Rules, on leave from the House Committee on 
Fi:l:~i'c', ! Fenrices. j; t -.: \7i~i',! l i L t 1::. Amxican i: :;I? 

.. 
too ofien sill~jected to an o;.i;].!t: 

in\ estil,, process because of the "trade-through rule. As all elected representative, I urge the 
SEC to provide investors with an enhanced competitive landscape for trading that will allow 
them to send their business to trading platforms that treat them fairly, offer them price and share 
volume that meets their needs or otherwise fulfills priorities that investors holds dear. The Opt- 
Out provision proposed in Regulation NMS will be the incentive markets need to offer 
competitive services and answer to investors. 

Market structure has been on the Commission's agenda for many years now. With Regulation 
NMS, the Commission has suggested a course that is good for investors, safe for the stability of 
our system and can be implemented in a reasonable time period. I urge the SEC to resist the 
rhetoric of those seeking to retain the profitable and monopolistic status quo they enjoy within 
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our securities markets. I encourage the Commission to continue its hard work on behalf of 
American investors and approve this rule -with a workable Opt-Out provision. 

Our nation's capital markets are the envy of the rest of the world because they combine smart, 
strong oversight while allowing individual choices - not burdensome regulations - to determine 
the most efficient outcome. I appreciate your continued vigilance in protecting American 
investors and our capital markets, and I thank you for your consideration of my views in this 
matter. 

Sincerely, 

Pete Sessions 
Member of Congress 


